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                Advantages with the Vienna PASS
            
[image: ]The Vienna PASS gives you free access to up to 90 museums, sights and attractions in and around Vienna.
Learn More

	All inclusive card for your visit to Vienna
	For 1, 2, 3 or 6 consecutive days
	Up to 90 sights
	Money-back guarantee
	Easy online purchase
	Also available as mobile PASS
	365 days customer support

Learn More






                Vienna relaxed and flexible
            
[image: ]Vienna PASS
	All inclusive card for your Vienna visit
	2-6 days as PASS option
	Up to 90 sights
	365 days customer support


Flexi PASS
	Valid for 60 days
	2-5 sights as PASS option
	Up to 60 sights
	365 days customer support



Choose Pass




                Advantages with the Vienna Flexi PASS
            
[image: ]A sightseeing ticket that grants you admission to 2, 3, 4 or 5 sights and museums! 
Learn More

	2 to 5 sights as PASS option
	Up to 60 sights
	Valid for 60 days
	Money back guarantee
	Easy online purchase
	Also available as mobile PASS
	365 days customer support

Learn More













                That's included in the Vienna PASS
            
[image: Free access to up to 90 attractions]

                            Free access to up to 90 attractions
                        

                                Learn more
                            

[image: Fast-track-Entry ]

                            Fast-track-Entry


                                Learn more
                            

[image: HOP ON HOP OFF VIENNA SIGHTSEEING TOURS]

                            HOP ON HOP OFF VIENNA

SIGHTSEEING TOURS
                        

                                Learn more
                            

[image: Free Guidebook in pocket size]

                            Free Guidebook in pocket size
                        

                            
                                Learn more
                            
                        

[image: 365 days customer support]

                            365 days customer support
                        

                                Learn more
                            

[image: Available as a mobile ticket]

                            Available as a mobile ticket
                        

                                Learn more
                            





                That's how it works
            
	
1

                            Order Vienna PASS
                        
Order Vienna PASS now  and either have it delivered by post, pick it up in Vienna, or save it as a mobile Vienna PASS on your smartphone.


	
2

                            Discover many sights
                        
Simply show your Vienna PASS at the top sights and visit them for free.


	
3

                            Experience Vienna
                        
Explore Vienna with the HOP ON HOP OFF buses from Vienna Sightseeing Tours or with a time card for the Wiener Linien by metro, tram and bus.







                Which attractions are included?
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Albertina
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Bank Austria Kunstforum Vienna
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Beethoven Museum Heiligenstadt
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Beethoven Pasqualati House
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Belvedere 21
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Visitor World Terrace at Vienna Airport
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Forchtenstein Castle
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Liechtenstein Castle
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City Cruises Vienna
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Dom Museum Wien
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Danube Park Miniature Railway
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Danube Tower
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Globe and Esperanto Museum
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Gloriette at Schönbrunn
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House of Austrian History
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House of Music
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Haydn House
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Museum of Military History
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Heidi Horten Collection
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HOP ON HOP OFF Bus Tours
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House of Habsburg Tour
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House of Strauss
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Maze Schönbrunn
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House of Habsburg Tour
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House of Strauss
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Maze Schönbrunn
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Johann Strauß Apartment
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Josephinum
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Jewish Museum
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Imperial Crypt
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Imperial Treasury Vienna
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Children's Museum Schönbrunn Palace
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Privy Garden at Schönbrunn
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Kunst Haus Wien - Museum Hundertwasser



                Show all sights
            






                How to save with your pass
            
Savings using the example of a 3-day Vienna PASS for adults (€ 129.70)



Savings using the example of a 5-entry Flexi-PASS for adults (€ 38.00)



Vienna PASSFlexi PASS

                                Day 1
                            
HOP ON HOP OFF Bus Tours
€ 35,00

City Cruises Vienna
€ 29,50

Albertina
€ 18,90

Kunsthistorisches Museum Vienna
€ 21,00



                                        
                                            Total price
without Vienna PASS
                                        
                                    

                                            € 104,40
                                        





                                Day 2
                            
HOP ON HOP OFF Bus Tours
€ 35,00

Schönbrunn Palace
€ 22,00

Schönbrunn Zoo
€ 26,00

Belvedere 21
€ 9,30



                                        
                                            Total price
without Vienna PASS
                                        
                                    

                                            € 92,30
                                        





                                Day 3
                            
HOP ON HOP OFF Bus Tours
€ 35,00

Vienna Giant Ferris Wheel
€ 13,50

Madame Tussauds
€ 26,00

Kunst Haus Wien - Museum Hundertwasser
€ 15,00



                                        
                                            Total price
without Vienna PASS
                                        
                                    

                                            € 89,50
                                        






                    With your Vienna PASS for 3 days you save € 127,20
 when visiting these 12 sights!
                



                                Admission 1
                            
HOP ON HOP OFF Bus Tours
€ 35,00



                                        
                                            Total price
without Flexi PASS
                                        
                                    

                                            € 35,00
                                        





                                Admission 2
                            
Schönbrunn Palace
€ 22,00



                                        
                                            Total price
without Flexi PASS
                                        
                                    

                                            € 22,00
                                        





                                Admission 3
                            
Schönbrunn Zoo
€ 26,00



                                        
                                            Total price
without Flexi PASS
                                        
                                    

                                            € 26,00
                                        





                                Admission 4
                            
Madame Tussauds
€ 26,00



                                        
                                            Total price
without Flexi PASS
                                        
                                    

                                            € 26,00
                                        





                                Admission 5
                            
Kunsthistorisches Museum Vienna
€ 21,00



                                        
                                            Total price
without Flexi PASS
                                        
                                    

                                            € 21,00
                                        






                    With your Flexi PASS for 5 sights
you save € 31,00 for your Vienna experience! 
                






                    Just one more step to your Vienna sightseeing tour
                

                Buy a ticket
            





                Our Vienna tips exclusively for you
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Christmas markets in Vienna 2023


[image: Vegan burger with fried onion rings and sweet potatoes]
13 vegan restaurants in Vienna
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10 Things You didn’t know about the Imperial Family


[image: ]
50 things, you should definitely do in Vienna!




                        Show all tips
                    




                Frequently asked questions about the Vienna Pass
            
What is the Vienna Pass? 
The Vienna Pass is an all-inclusive ticket for up to 90 sights in Vienna. Learn more about all included sights, such as Schönbrunn Palace, the Vienna Giant Ferris Wheel or the Hofburg Palace.




What are the advantages of the Vienna Pass? 
The Vienna Pass offers many advantages: 
	Free admission to up to 90 popular sights throughout Vienna. 
	High price savings compared to one-way tickets.
	Precedence at admission controls at selected sights.
	Free travel guide for perfect planning of your Vienna visit.
	Discounts with partners.





How much is the Vienna Pass? 
The prices of the passes vary depending on the type and duration. There are passes for one, two, three or six days to choose from. In our Vienna Pass Shop you will find all current prices and promotions.




How does the Vienna Pass work?  
The pass is activated at the first sight you visit. Activation takes place the first time the barcode on the card is scanned. This allows cardholders to visit the sights conveniently, without long queues at the ticket offices. The Vienna Pass is valid for one, two, three or six consecutive calendar days, starting with the first use at a sight or on the Hop On Hop Off bus. After the end of the validity period, the card will no longer work and therefore will not grant further access to sights. Please date and sign your Vienna Pass, otherwise it will be invalid. Learn more about how the Vienna Pass works and how to activate it.
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	Money-back-guarantee*
	Free Vienna Guidebook
	Also available as a mobile ticket
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NewsletterRegister now and always be well informed!

                        
                            Here you will find information about our privacy policy.
                        
                    

Consent to data processing*

Register now



                        Quick Links	Free Guidebook for your Vienna PASS
	Our Suggestions for you
	3 days in Vienna
	Mobile PASS



        Top-Sights	Hofburg Imperial Palace
	Schönbrunn Palace
	Giant Ferris Wheel
	HOP ON HOP OFF Bus Tours
	Upper Belvedere
	Schönbrunn Zoo
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        * 100% refund on unused Passes up to 30 days after purchase.
    







